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in terms of appearance, the asus xonar dg is a little more modern looking than the other mice we
have reviewed. it feels good in your hand and looks very slick. there is a cool oled display on the top
of the mouse that can show information such as battery life, dpi, buttons and more. it also has a built
in microphone and speakers for you to talk to your computer. danyal mouse is very basic mouse with

just basic functions. you can control the sensitivity with the scroll wheel, buttons are also
programmable. in addition to that it has an accelerometer and can detect movement even when

you're not using the mouse. the dpi ranges from 200 to 1200 and the mouse has 6 buttons.
bytewallah hardware mouse has adjustable dpi settings 1200, 1600, 2400 and 3200. the mouse works
well and tracks accurately. the buttons are smooth and the scroll wheel is pretty decent. the mouse is
really affordable and seems to be pretty well built, overall its great value for money. its anti-slip pads

are fairly good and very long lasting. canon gaming mouse is just a regular mouse with almost
identical buttons to havit and bengoo mouse above. again this mouse is very comfortable to use and
tracks well. the scroll wheel and buttons feel really good too. the mouse is a little on the large side
but the grips is nice and soft. the sides of the mouse are tacky and helps to reduce sliding. other

mouse to have a look at is havit gaming mouse which is basically same mouse as the one above, with
the only difference being the red backlight. the mouse is comfortable to use and tracks really well. its
quite expensive but it does its job and has a comfortable shape. the scroll wheel is impressive too, it

works really smooth. the side buttons feel nice and solid too.
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the havit hv-ms760
mouse has 6 dpi settings
available 800 dpi, 1200
dpi, 1600 dpi, 2000 dpi,
2400 dpi and 2800 dpi.
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the mouse feels well
made and surprisingly
solid even though the
plastic does feel a bit

cheap. durability shouldnt
be issue as this seems to

be capable of taking a
beating. the cable is

braided and 1.8 meters
long. the mouse has

peelable plastic layer on
the bottom of the pads

which has to be removed.
the havit hv-ms760

mouse is a good mouse
that's not perfect. havit
hv-ms760 has a well-

designed, although a bit
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simple mouse. havit hv-
ms760 is a good option
for anyone looking for a
basic wired mouse. havit
hv-ms760 is good for fps
games, mmo games and
other similar titles. havit

hv-ms760 is a good
mouse for those looking
for a simple and cheap
mouse. the havit hv-

ms760 gaming mouse
software is pretty

standard and offers
plenty of customization

options, although it can't
be downloaded on macos.

you can easily program
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all the buttons and the
rgb lighting. however, the
wheel and logo are one
rgb zone, which can be

customized to solid
colors, indicating which
cpi setting you're on,

while the back trim can
be fully customizable with
rainbow effects and such.

you can set multiple
profiles, but need to

change between them
inside the software. the
mouse is covered with a
plastic cover, you can
remove it and use the
mouse without it. its
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small so you can easily
toss it in your bag. it has
a good battery life. the

mouse is not water
resistant. its a 30-day
trial period with the

mouse, you can use it for
that period and then its

broken so you can send it
back to us. of course we
will replace it with the

mouse you want. its low
in price but you get what
you pay for, the mouse is

not particularly high
quality and the build
quality isnt the best.
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